


Stories to engage language learning



Start simple … story games



Stories

There are so many reasons to use stories:

 Promotes reading

 Rich vocabulary experiences

 Great models for language patterns/story structure

 Fantastic sound and rhythm practice

 Great to explore verb tenses

 Lots of cross curricular opportunities

 Encourages active listening

 Inspires discussion

 Allows insight into a world of contexts (time and places)

 Engaging for both students and teachers



What is a story?

A story or narrative is a connected 

series of events told through words

(written or spoken), imagery (still 

and moving), body language, 

performance, music or any other 

form of communication.



Storytelling

 We use a lot of storytelling because it 
allows the teacher to simplify the language 
of a story while keeping interest with 
content.

 You can focus on specific language and 
make it more repetitive.

 Children can interact with the story on 
many levels.

 It’s a great cooperative activity.

 You can also add more sensory elements 
like visuals, movement and sound. 

 START SIMPLE



4 things story chant

Pig, house, wolf, blow!

Pig, house, wolf, blow!

The pig is little!

He builds a house!

The wolf is big!

He blows the house down!



4 things preposition chant

Up, down, through, along!

Up, down, through, along!

Up the stairs,

Down the stairs,

Through the door,

Along the Street!



What is storytelling?

 Storytelling is the interactive art 

of using words and actions to 

reveal the elements and images 

of a story while encouraging the 

listeners’ imagination.



Why is storytelling so powerful?



We all enjoy a good story…

But why do we feel so much 

more engaged when we hear a 

narrative about events rather 

than plain facts?



 If we listen to a 

Powerpoint

presentation or read a 

fact, our language 

processing parts in the 

brain become activated 

where we decode words 

into meaning.



 When we are being told a story 

things change dramatically.

Narratives activate many other 

parts of our brains as well, 

suggesting why the experience of 

reading can feel so alive.



Multi modal learning

This means more than one sense is being engaged during learning



Story visuals



The Three Little Pigs



Secret stones storytelling



Symbol 

storytelling



Connecting

stories



Find the treasure

through my front

door


